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                LA Mayor Karen Bass says Olympics could help solve homelessness

                
              
              
              
                Karen Bass talks about the efficacy of her signature Inside Safe program, preparing LA for the Olympics, and Measure HLA.
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                Franklin gets the love he deserves in new ‘Peanuts’ special

                
              
              
              
                The Peanuts gang’s 50-year journey with Franklin goes from controversy to redemption in “Snoopy Presents: Welcome Home, Franklin.” The new special is about acceptance.
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                Shochu, with a lower alcohol content than many spirits, finds a new audience in the US

                
              
              
              
                Sommelier Courtney Kaplan explains shochu, Japan's indigenous distilled spirit.
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                Vocalist, guitarist, and co-founder of seminal avant-rock band Sonic Youth, Kim Gordon, is our guest DJ on release day of her new solo LP “The Collective.”
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                Forget green beer. Stick to corned beef, creamy mashed potatoes, and delicious cabbage.
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                Jonathan Glazer on the power of the camera as witness

                
              
              
              
                Oscar-nominated director Jonathan Glazer contemplates the profound impact of Iranian poet Forugh Farrokhzad’s 1962 documentary, “The House is Black,” and its unflinching look at…
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                In his latest move in the Disney proxy fight, Nelson Peltz and Trian Partners have released a 130 page memo taking aim at Bob Iger.
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                LA’s Cherry Glazerr play cuts from new LP “I Don’t Want You Anymore” and Clem Creevy talks the project’s evolving sound.
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                Weekend film reviews: ‘Kung Fu Panda 4,’ ‘Love Lies Bleeding’

                
              
              
              
                Critics review the latest film releases: “Kung Fu Panda 4,” “Love Lies Bleeding,” and “American Dreamer.” They also make Oscar Award predictions.
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                  [image: Residents want a nearby landfill — where a chemical reaction is happening underneath — to shut down to preserve their health. Months later, it’s still operating.]
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                Residents want a nearby landfill — where a chemical reaction is happening underneath — to shut down to preserve their health. Months later, it’s still operating.
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                Injured due to another surfer’s ‘kook’ behavior — can you sue?

                
              
              
              
                In Montecito, Patrick Saville cut off Mark Olson when surfing, then accidentally kicked his board toward him, hurting Olson’s back. Olson sued but lost the case.
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                Schiff v. Garvey for Senate, Gascón leads DA primary: Recap of CA races

                
              
              
              
                Rep. Adam Schiff wanted to run against Republican Steve Garvey for Senate — and got his wish on Tuesday night. George Gascón leads the pack for DA, but will face a battle in November.
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                How do I navigate casual dating? How do I get over my ex? And is dating possible when I’m asexual?
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                How the gene-editing technology CRISPR is changing tomatoes, grapes and cattle

                
              
              
              
                Dr. Lauren Crossland-Marr explains how the gene editing technology CRISPR is impacting our food chain.
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    Morning Becomes Eclectic

    KCRW's signature daily music show. New releases, live performances, and interviews.

  



  [image: Bookworm, a premier literary talk show providing intellectual, accessible, and provocative literary conversations. Hosted by Michael Silverblatt at KCRW.com.]
  
    Bookworm

    Bookworm, a premier literary talk show providing intellectual, accessible, and provocative literary conversations. Hosted by Michael Silverblatt at KCRW.com.
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    Left, Right & Center

    Left, Right & Center is KCRW’s weekly politics show where we take on the tough, divisive issues you’re afraid to talk about with your own family.
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    Bent by Nature

    She was the most influential American DJ you’ve never heard of. Deirdre O’Donoghue was a vital force in the musical underground of the 1980s.
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                  Morning Becomes Eclectic

                  KCRW's signature daily music show. New releases, live performances, and interviews.
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                  Future beats and a mind-melting mix of fuzz, bass, and funk. Served fresh every weeknight.
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                  A varied sonic experience to jazz, blending music, style, and culture.
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                  Carefully curated music from around the world.
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                  A sonic trip through the past, present and future of roots music.

                  Mar. 17 1 hr, 52 min
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                Today’s Top Tune: Laura Karpman -  ‘Monk Suite’
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                Fanatic! I hope you had a great week. I’ve been in relative confinement, working on the final draft of a book. I think there’s at least three to four days left to go.
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                We honor the legacy of ‘90s LA music scene staple, Angela McCluskey.
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                This week, Yale professor of psychology Paul Bloom offers another perspective on retirement.
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                How to enjoy intimacy again after a miscarriage? How to handle mismatched libidos in long term relationships? And getting turned off by messy sex.
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                Today’s Top Tune: Hermanos Gutierrez - ‘Low Sun’

                
                When you think of sibling harmony, some artists that come to mind include The Bee Gees, First Aid Kit, The Avett Brothers, and The Jacksons.
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                Here’s a hint: keep the conversation alive.
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                KCRW’s Top 30 chart: March 11–17, 2024
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                The countdown to Justice fully owning the month of April in SoCal is on.
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                In ‘Madu,’ Nigerian ballet dancer finds acceptance and fame
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                In ‘Madu,’ Nigerian ballet dancer finds acceptance and fame

                
                Anthony Madu's ballet moves went viral in 2020, capturing hearts worldwide. His journey from Nigeria to a prestigious conservatory is told in the film “Madu.”
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                Rising abortion numbers spark debate amid bans
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                Rising abortion numbers spark debate amid bans

                
                Despite total bans in 14 states, over 1 million abortions occurred in the U.S. last year, marking the highest number in a decade, per the Guttmacher Institute.
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                After class-action lawsuit, real estate commissions are going down
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                It could soon be a lot cheaper to sell your home. A prominent industry group for realtors just agreed to lower commissions. What does this mean for the housing market?
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                Biden turns focus to housing, in a sign affordability remains a key voter concern
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                Biden turns focus to housing, in a sign affordability remains a key voter concern

                
                To make housing more affordable, President Biden is proposing new policies, some of which need Congressional approval in an election year.
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                MBE Playlist March 19: Khruangbin – “Pon Pón”: KCRW World Premiere
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                MBE Playlist March 19: Khruangbin – “Pon Pón”: KCRW World Premiere

                
                Hear the scoop behind Khraungbin’s latest single “Pon Pón” in Laura Lee’s own words.
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                Today’s Top Tune: Mt. Joy - ‘Highway Queen’
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                Today’s Top Tune: Mt. Joy - ‘Highway Queen’

                
                We’ve got the scoop behind Mt. Joy ’s “Highway Queen” to share with you today.
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                Asian American activists team up to boost AAPI vote in OC
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                Asian American activists team up to boost AAPI vote in OC

                
                The four leading Asian American groups in OC are uniting up to boost AAPI turnout at the polls. This demographic is growing the fastest, says the Pew Research Center.
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                KCRW's all-music channel blending the collected talents and tastes of all KCRW's DJs into a single voice streaming 24 hours a day.
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                José Galván clocks in early for the next few Mondays to bring you the freakiest new and classic selects.
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                This year’s presidential election is more than a 2-person race
              
              
                [image: A few swing states have decided recent elections. Third-party or independent candidates could impact Biden and Trump’s path to victory.]
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                This year’s presidential election is more than a 2-person race

                
                A few swing states have decided recent elections. Third-party or independent candidates could impact Biden and Trump’s path to victory.
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                What it was like being a rock and roll photographer in 1970s LA
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                What it was like being a rock and roll photographer in 1970s LA

                
                The world of 1970s Laurel Canyon is on full display in Ginny Winn’s book, “Grievous Angels, Trout Masks, and American Beauties: 1970s Rock & Roll Photography of Ginny Winn.”
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                Trump’s latest legal challenge: No funds for $454 million fraud trial
              
              
                [image: KCRW looks at the latest developments in Trump’s multiple legal challenges, including the fate of the Georgia trial where he’s been accused of election interference.]
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                Trump’s latest legal challenge: No funds for $454 million fraud trial

                
                KCRW looks at the latest developments in Trump’s multiple legal challenges, including the fate of the Georgia trial where he’s been accused of election interference.
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                Prop 1’s narrow lead is a disappointing show for Newsom
              
              
                [image: The CA governor has made the mental health and housing bill his signature piece of legislation in 2024.]
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                Prop 1’s narrow lead is a disappointing show for Newsom

                
                The CA governor has made the mental health and housing bill his signature piece of legislation in 2024.
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      Lonely doing your job from home? Turn to pop-up coworking spaces
      KCRW Features
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      Superbloom season is here. Where to go see kaleidoscope of wildflowers
      Press Play with Madeleine Brand
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      Should aging pop stars pump out new music or stick to old hits?
      Press Play with Madeleine Brand
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      Ready your tastebuds: Good Food’s 2024 PieFest and Contest is back!
      Good Food
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5 Things To Do Newsletter

The best of what to see, hear, eat, do, and more.
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                  Stay informed without getting overwhelmed!

                  
                  
                  

                  
                  Get the latest from KCRW in your inbox 3x a week.
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